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The Inverse Born Approximation (IBA) to the elastic wave inverse 
scattering problem is known to give highly accurate results for the 
shape of complex voids. In this paper we present an argument demon-
strating that the IBA is, in fact, exact for determining the size, 
shape and orientation of a wide class of these scatterers given in-
finite bandwidth and unlimited aperture information. Essentially, 
our argument demonstrates how the IBA algorithm picks out the singu-
lar contribution to the impulse response function and correctly re-
lates it to the shape of the scatterer. Some specific examples will 
be used to illustrate the more intuitive aspects of the discussion. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The exact inverse scattering problem, in which the potential 
varies in an arbitrary way (3D), is in general unsolved. Some recent 
progress has been made on this problem for the scalar wave Schroed-
inger equation. 1 ,2 However, for the classical wave equation (and in 
particular for the elastic wave case) the problem remains quite in~ 
tractable. The inverse scattering problem for the classical wave 
equation has attracted considerable attention in many areas: geo-
physics, distance target identification (sonar, radar, etc.) and non-
destructive evaluation (NDE). In recent years the 3D inverse classi-
cal wave equation has been successfully approached in various limit-
ing cases where a good deal of a priori information is known concern-
ing the nature of the potential. For example, if the potential is 
known to be weak everywhere, then the potential can be recovered using 
the Inverse Born Approximation3'~'5'6 (to a resolution that depends on 
the strength of the scattering). Further, the physical optics approx-
imation,7 various practical imaging methods 8 ,g (e.g., the synethetic 
aperture method)lO and acoustic backscatter tomography can be shown 
to determine in certain cases the same computational algorithm as 
the Inverse Born Approximation (IBA). Hence one may expect this 
algorithm to have a much wider range of validity than implied by its 
derivation in the weak scattering limit; In particular, computer 
experiments have shown that the IBA does a good job of inverting long-
itudinal to longitudinal scattering data from: (1) a wide class of 
voids, (2) from flat cracks, and (3) from voids with cracks, a,s well 
as (4) from weak scattering inclusions. In this paper we will show 
in detail that the IBA can be used to exactly determine the size, 
shape and orientation of convex voids. 
The result we will show is stated below. First we will intro-
duce two functions: (1) A(w,e.,e ) the longitudinal to longitudinal 
(L+L) displacement scattering imp~itude; and (2) the time domain, 
L~, impulse response function R(t,e ,e). Since we are dealing only 
with the longitudinal component of t~e ~isplacement, we represent 
A(w,e.,~ ) and R(t'~i,e ) as scalars for ease of notation. The 
direcEioH of the inc1deHt wave is denoted by the unit vector ~., 
while the scattering direction is e. The time and angular fr~quency 
are denoted by t and w, respective~y. The impulse response function 
will be defined in the next section. For the moment it is adequate 
to consider it to be a "normalized displacement" received in the far-
field as the result of an incident delta function (time localized) 
wave striking the flaw. We will consider a convex void (Fig. 1) in 
an isotropic, otherwise homogeneous elastic material. The material 
property deviations describing this flaw are proportional to a char-
acteristic function y(t) which is defined to be 1 inside the flaw 
and zero outside. Thus, at the boundary there is a surface of dis-
continuity which outlines the flaw. We will show that if we know 
the backscattered impulse response function, R(t,e.,-e.), for all 
times and all directions of incidence (assuming a ~omm5n origin in 





Fig. 1. Cross-sectional view of convex flaw with finite radius of 
curvature everywhere. The incident wave is shown striking 
the flaw as the contact gives rise to the initial delta 
function in R(t,~.,-~.). 
1 1 
time for measurements from different incident directions) then the 
surface of discontinuity can be exactly determined to within an 
overall constant using the IBA. This allows the exact determination 
of the size, shape and orientation of convex voids. 
The key to our argument lies in an examination of the direct 
and inverse scattering p~obl~ms in the time domain. 6 ,11 Figure 2 
shows schematically R(t,ei,-ei ), the backscattered impulse response 
function, for a convex voId (I) the exact solution and (2) in the 
Born approximation. As expected from its limited range of validity, 
the Born result differs rather dramatically from the true solution. 
Important differences are (1) the appearance of a second, non-
physical, delta function in the Born solution, and (2) the exact 
solution continues for a considerably longer time since multiple 
reflections and surface waves are, of course, included, unlike the 
Born. However, there is one striking similarity. Namely in both 
cases the initial delta function (1) occurs at the same time, and 
(2) is proportional to 1R1,R2, where R1 and R2 are the local radii 
of curvature. We will show that the discontinuities in the char-
acteristic function reconstruction arise from the delta function 
(singular parts) of the impulse response function. Then we will 
show that the second delta function in the direct Born solution is 
redundant in determining the shape of the surface of discontinuity. 
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Fig. 2. Exact impulse response (above) and the Born impulse response 
for scattering from a spherical void. 
After having argued that both the exact and Born first delta function 
are proportional to 1R1,R2' we will show that they must yield the same 
surface of discontinuity to within an overall constant, completing 
the proof. 
II. TIME DOMAIN SCATTERING 
The time domain scattering geometry is shown in Fig. 1. We will 
consider flaws which are isolated voids with a finite radius of curv-
ature everywhere in an otherwise isotropic, homogeneous elastic-
material. The incident displacement field impulse (the longitudinal 
component is considered at all times and it suffices for our purposes 
to represent it by a scalar) uI(t,t) is given by 
1+0 + A 
U (r,t) = u o(t - r • e./c) 
~ 
(2.1) 
The origin of coordinates is assumed to lie in the .interior of 
the flaw and the zero of time corresponds to the incident impulse 
crossing the origin of coordinates in the absence of the flaw. The 
far-field scattered displacement is given as 
+ 
u (r, t) 
s 
o 
Lim 2- R(t - Lie, e ) L~ L ei , s (2.2) 
Here L is the distance from the origin of coordinates to the receiver. 
Equation (2.2) serves to define the impulse response function. The 
scattering amplitude and R(t'~i';s) are simply related via a Fourier 
transform 
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Fig. 1 shows the initial contact of the plane wave with the 
surface, for the case of an incident plane wave scattering from a 
convex flaw with finite local radii of curvature. The resulting 
initially scattered displacement amplitude is a delta function pulse 
in the far field whose strength is proportional to IR1:R2 evaluated 
at the point of tangency·. This result can be obtained via a numeri-
cal series expansion of the incident and scattered fields about the 
instant of contact. 
Kennaugh and Moffat 12 noted for a perfectly conducting body that 
the initial portion of the impulse response function is given cor-
rectly by the Kirchhoff Approximation (Physical Optics) for electro-
magnetic scattering. We conjecture that such a result also holds 
for the case of elastic wave scattering from voids. In support of 
this conjecture we have numerically calculated the frequency domain 
scattering amplitude for a wide variety of axially symmetric flaws 
with different Rl and R2 using the method of optimal truncation 
(MOOT) recently introduced by Visscher. 13 The impulse response 
function was then obtained by Fourier transforming the scattering 
amplitude and the strength of the initial delta function was extrac-
ted using parameter estimation theory.14 In all cases tested the 
calculated delta function strengths agreed with the Kirchhoff approx-
imation to the accuracy of our calculations (one part in ten thou-
sand). Since the most general flaw considered in this paper can be 
completely described at the point of initial contact by R1 and R2, 
our conjecture is numerically confirmed. Currently we are making 
an expansion of the time domain integral equation about the time of 
the initial contact. Initial analytic results agree" with the numer-
ical simulation described above. In the Kirchhoff (Physical Optics) 
Approximation the L+L impulse response originated in the region of 
contact is 
(2.4) 
+ Here y(r) is that characteristic function (1 inside the void and 
zero outside) which we discussed in the introduction. Note that the 
integral is just the cross-sectional area of the flaw evaluated on 
the plane defined by the delta function. 
Now turning to the direct Born approximation we find that the 
impulse response is given by 
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(2.5) 
This approximation is the same as that of the Kirchhoff approx-
imation at the time of initial contact. Thus 
(2.6) 
Here we have evaluated the constants in 2.4 and 2.5 and I denotes 
the scattering at the time of initial contact. Since we have pre-
viously argued that the Kirchhoff approximation yields the initial 
delta function si~gularity, it follows that to within a factor of 
two, the Born Approximation determines the initial delta function 
correctly. 
III. EXACT RECONSTRUCTION 
In this section we will show that the reconstruction of the char-
acteristic function's surface of discontinuity depends only on the 
initial delta function of the impulse response function within the 
IBA. First we demonstrate that the discontinuity arises from the 
presence of the delta function in the data. Then we consider the 
IBA using the direct Born approximation for the scattering. We will 
show that in this case it is only necessary to know the initial delta 
function. That is,the final delta function will be shown to be re-
dundant. Consequently, since the initial delta function in the direct 
Born and the exact scattering initial delta functions are proportional, 
it follows that if the direct scattering amplitude is inverted by the 
IBA it generates the correct surface of discontinuity. 
will 
The 
Now. before considering the inversion of 
examine the inversion of the direct Born 
time domain version of the IBA is defined 
the exact results. we 
results by the IBA. 
as6 
+ fA B A+ A A y(r) = const. d2 e. R (t = 2ei ·r/c, e .• -e.) l. l. l. (3.1) 
Within the context of the weak scattering !imiE this has a very 
simple interpretation if we remember that RB(t,ei,-ei ) is proportional 
to the second time derivative of the flaw's cross-sectional area at 
time t = 2ei·t/c. Consequently. Eq. (3.1) says that we should add 
together equally all impulse response functions evaluated at t = 
2~i·t/c, i.e., those parts of R(t.ei.-ei) which are generated by 
scattering from an infinitesimal volume element centered at Y. Con-
sider a point immediately inside the flaw shown in Fig. 3 and then 
one immediately outside. For a point on the inside some of those 
cross-sectional areas are shown which contribute in Eq. (3.1). 
Given our geometric constraints. none of the impulse response 







Fig. 3. Shows the pointsAof tangency when the impuls~ enters the 
Born flaw at !l(ei ) and when it exits at !2(ei). The dashed 
lines show some of the cross-sectional areas which occur in 
the time domain IBA. 
functions corresponding to these cross-sectional areas make a delta 
function contribution, since none of them are tangent to the surface. 
As we cross the surface we suddenly obtain a delta function contri-
bution since now certain of the contributing cross-sectioned areas 
are tangent to the surface. Consequently, there arises a discontin-
uity in the reconstructed characteristic function since the other 
terms in the integral are smooth and the delta function makes a 
finite contribution to the integral in Eq. (3.1). To highlight this 
point we consider a particularly simple example, namely, a spherical 
flaw. In this case the impulse response function becomes independent 
of the incident direction, ei. Letting cos6 = ei·tl!t! and making 
the transform t = 2r cosB/c we can integrate over angles in 3.1 and 
obtain6 2r/c 
-+! const J B A A y(!r ) = -2 I dt R (t,e.,-e ) 
r c ~ i 
-2r/c 
(3.2) 
Figure 2 shows the approximate Born impulse response function. 
The inversion algorithm in this case is just an average, starting 
at t = 0 of the impulse response. For r < R, the ~adius, we get a 
constant average. However, at r = R the average includes the delta 
functions which brings the reconstructed characteristic function 
sharply to zero. This illustrates our general point that discontin-
uities in the reconstruction arise from delta functions in the im-
pulse response function. 
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Now we will show that the IBA relies only on the information in 
the initial delta functions to determine the surface of discontinuity. 
The direct Born approximation for the impulse response function can 
be written as 
B A A A A-ZA 
R (t,e.,-e.) = a(e.) o(2e'·~1(e.) - ct) 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. (3.3) 
+ 8(~') O(2~ .• 52(~') - ct) + f(t,e .. -~.) 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 
Here Sl(~i) is the position vector ~f the point of tangency of 
the incident wavefront and the flaw, S2(e.) is the position vector 
at the point of tangency of the exiting w~vefront. Finally f(t,~.-e.) 
is the non-singular contribution to the impulse response. InsertIng1. 
(3.3) into (3.1) we obtain 
-+ 
=1 d2~i A -+ A A Y (r) f(t = 2e .• r / c ,e . ,-e. ) 1. 1. 1. 
+1 d2~i a(e.) o (2~ .• 51 (~.)-2~ .• ~) (3.4) 1. 1. 1. 1. 
1 d2~i S (e i ) O(2; .• 52(~·) - A -+ 2e. ·r) 1. 1. .1. 
We will now show that the final set of delta functions (third 
term) are redundant, i.e., that 
A A A-+(A A A A A 
a(e.) O(2e .• 51(e.)-2e .• r)=jd2e S(e.) o(2e .• 52 (e.)-2e .• i) 1. 1. 1. 1. i 1. 1. 1. 1. 
(3.5) 
A 
From Fig. 3 we se~ that a(ei) S(-ei)' That is, the incident 
delta functio~ in the ei direction is equal to the exiting delta func-
tion in the -ei direction. Changing variables ei-+-e~ on the right-
hand side and using the equality just noted establishes Eq. (3.5). 
Thus we have shown: (1) that the surface of discontinuity is deter-
mined from the singular structure of the impulse response function; 
(2) that the initial singularities of the Born R(t,e.'-~i) and the 
exact result are identical to within an overall consEant; and (3) 
that in reconstructing the characteristic surface the exiting delta 
function in Eq. (3.4) is redundant. Consequently we have shown that 
the IBA can be used to exactly determine the size, shape and orien-
tation of all convex voids with a finite radius of curvature every-
where. 
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have argued that given perfect data the IBA 
can exactly reconstrvct the shape of a convex void. Related results 
can be obtained for other flaw types. For example, the IBA will 
gener~te a surface of discontinuity at the correct boundary of a 
convex inclusion. However, it may also generate other non-physical 
surfaces of discontinuity (and other non-analytic functions) due to 
multiple scattering of the incident beam within the inclusion. The 
proof is essentially similar to that discussed in Sections II and 
III. A preliminary survey also indicates that the class of flaws 
can be extended from convex objects to those with the following fea-
tures. Namely, at each point of the flaw surface one can draw a 
normal which extends to infinity and which nowhere crosses the body 
of the flaw. An example is the flaw shown in Fig. 4, to which the 
IBA has been successfully applied. 
We have also studied crack-like defects with the IBA. 5 
The success of the computer experiments and the comparison of the 
scattering results with the Kirchhoff approximation suggests that 
this may be a fruitful area to explore for similar results. 
The consequences of this result is to greatly expand our under-
standing of the IBA. As shown schematically in Fig. 5, the IBA is 
not only valid for weak scatters at all frequencies, but it is also 
valid for convex voids at high frequencies. Thus it provides a 
convenient interpolation formula for the inversion algorithm for 
many flaw types. As a final comment we note that any corrections 
to the IBA should preserve its validity in both of these regimes. 
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Fig. 5. Shows schematically the regions of validity of the IBA for 
a convex flaw. The cross-section indicates the region of 
the algorithm, whereas the blank regions indicate partial 
information in the IBA. 
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DISCUSSION 
D.O. Thompson (Ames Laboratory):. Would you repeat again your argument 
as to why the Born works with both the weak and the strong scatter? 
J.H. Rose (Ames Laboratory): We have shown. one. that the only delta 
function that matters in fitting the surface is the initial delta 
function. and two. that both the Born and the exact result give the 
delta function exactly at the same time. and they're proportional 
by a factor of two. So. both theories have exactly the same delta 
function structure on the initial delta function. I've shown that 
the final delta function was redundant. so it gives no further in-
formation. Therefore. if they both have the same delta function 
structure and if the inverse transforms the Born delta functions 
exactly right, then it must transform the exact delta functions ex-
actly right. 
R.C. Addison (Rockwell International Science Center): You said that 
this worked with strong scatterers in the sense that they're voids? 
J.H. Rose: Yes. 
R.C. Addison: What did you mean by that? 
J.H. Rose: I just meant they were voids. 
R.C. Addison: Are you considering any other strong scatterers? 
J.H. Rose: Any strong scatterer whose signal is dominated by the 
front surface echo will work approximately. If you have an inclu-
sion and you have other echoes. you might get other possible recon-
structed discontinuities. If the front surface delta function dom-
inates everything then. of course. those other delta functions will 
be very weak. and the other possible rings. halos. would be quite 
small. 
C.M. Fortunko (National Bureau of Standards): Can you get two delta 
functions? 
J.H. Rose: We don't know. because we don't have the numerical calcu-
lation yet. You can have a path which comes down. hits the con-
cavity again and comes straight back at you. and that might very 
well foul things up. On the other hand. the algorithm requires a 
D second E, an integral for D phi. D cosine theta, and you have to 
be over a full integral over that, so an isolated delta function 
doesn't hurt you. You have to get a whole coherent set of delta 
functions so it is possible that it will work even for some cases 
of concavity. 
